
The Superior Deboning and Trimming Belt
The Company Boseler Goldschmaus 

The company is based in Germany and their slogan is “Together we are stronger”. Boseler Goldschmaus was established in line 
with this principle in 1988, when nearly three dozen farmers from the Bösel region founded a producer association. 
At that time they were butchering nearly 35.000 hog half a year. The producer association then developed in a mid-size 
business which quickly established itself in the market. Today, the Goldschmaus Gruppe slaughters and processes 35.0000 
hog and 2.000 cattle per week. 

At the location Oldenburg in a slaughter processing unit, 4 dedicated slaughter lines are used to fill the quantity of beef.

Testimonial

«Oldenburg beef processing plant operated with several different plastic modular belts. Some of their cutting lines kept 
breaking down on heavy meat parts hitting the belt, causing the belt’s hinge and edges to break. Also, parts of the competitor 
belts were difficult to clean. The lifetime of the belt, reduced by deep cuts in the belt, threatened the regular base of 
investment.
Due to the above-described defects and in order to limit Boseler Goldschmaus maintenance costs, Ammeraal Beltech 
Germany convinced the customer to use the new dedicated deboning and trimming belt, uni DTB made of Polyketone.

We have been using uni DTB belt for more than 12 months now, and still no belt exchange was needed. We don’t have 
breakage, thanks to the robust design and heavy-duty edges. The change from the competitor’s belt was easy, with no need 
to change sprockets, really plug and play. Surprisingly, after six months of operation, the cuts on the belt are less apparent 
compared to those on Acetal material. 

Last but not least, the pricing of uni DTB is incredibly interesting.»

Thomas Schuhknecht 
Maintenance Manager at Boseler Goldschmaus

Innovation and
Service in Belting

www.ammeraalbeltech.com
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uni DTB in Boseler Goldschmaus 


